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Homework #2 Class Diagram

- Necessary
- simulator
- place
- input
- transition
- output

Aggregation
Association
Homework #2 Class Diagram

- **Animation?**
- **Composite?**
- **STL?**
- **Homework#3?**

**simulator**
- `vector<place>`
- `vector<transition>`
- `loadFromFile()`
- `simulate()`

**place**
- `+addToken()`
- `+removeToken()`
- `+setToken()`

**transition**
- `+addInputPlace()`
- `+addOutputPlace()`
- `+fire()`
- `+isEnabled()`

**Implementation?**
Homework #3 Class Diagram

- Simulator
  - vector<place>
  - vector<transition *>
  +simulate()

- Transition
  +isEnabled()

- Place
  Input
  Output

- Transition
  +isEnabled()

- RegularTran
- HalfTran
- DoubleTran

- FireStrategy
  +fire()

- FAStrategy
- MITStrategy
- SimuStrategy

Tester
+test()

Concrete class

Template Method

Composition

vector<transition *>
Software testing should use information from both specification and program.
- Specification-based testing and interface-based testing belong to black-box testing.
- Program-based testing and combined specification and program-based criteria belong to white-box testing.

Black-box testing.
- Black-box testing treats the program under test as a black box.” No knowledge about the implementation is assumed.

White-box testing
- The tester has access to the details of the program under test and performs the testing according to such details.
Three basic approaches to software testing:

- Structural testing:
  - specifies testing requirements in terms of the coverage of a particular set of elements in the structure of the program or the specification.

- Fault-based testing:
  - focuses on detecting faults (i.e., defects) in the software.

- Error-based testing:
  - requires test cases to check the program on certain error-prone points according to our knowledge about how programs typically depart from their specifications.
Homework #4: Knowledge

- **Statement coverage.**
  - testers are required to generate test cases to execute every statement in the program at least once.

- **Branch coverage**
  - requires that all control transfers in the program under test are exercised during testing.

- **Path coverage**
  - requires that all the execution paths from the program’s entry to its exit are executed during testing.

- **Mutation**
  - A program with a planted fault is called a mutant of the original program.
  - A way to measure how well test cases are designed is to plant some artificial faults into the program and check if they are detected by the test.
Homework #4: Example

- What if output format changes
- What if input format changes

Start

DoSimulation

Stop

Start

Load file

Simulate

Print result

Stop

Test case

Test case

Test case
JUnit FAQ: Best Practices

- Test-first programming
  - Tests should be written before the code.
  - Test-first programming is practiced by only writing new code when an automated test is failing.
  - Good tests tell you how to best design the system for its intended use.
  - When all the tests pass, you know you're done!
  - Whenever a bug is reported, first write the necessary unit test(s) to expose the bug(s), then fix them. This makes it almost impossible for that particular bug to resurface later.
  - Test-driven development is a lot more fun than writing tests after the code seems to be working.
Do I have to write a test for everything?

- No, just test everything that could reasonably break.
- Investments in testing are equal investments in design.
- If defects aren't being reported, and your design responds well to change, then you're probably testing enough.
- If you're spending a lot of time fixing defects and your design is difficult to grow, you should write more tests.
- If something is difficult to test, it's usually an opportunity for a design improvement.
JUnit FAQ: Best Practices

**How simple is “too simple to break”?**

- The general philosophy is this: if it can't break on its own, it's too simple to break.
- Example: `getX()` method cannot break unless the compiler is also broken. Therefore, don't test `getX()`.
- Example: `setX()` method is also too simple to break. However, if it does any parameter validation, you likely need to test it.
JUnit FAQ: Best Practices

How often should I run my tests?

- Run all your unit tests as often as possible, ideally every time the code is changed.
- Make sure all your unit tests always run at 100%.
- Frequent testing gives you confidence that your changes didn't break anything.
- For larger systems, you may just run specific test suites that are relevant to the code you're working on.
- Run all the tests of the a system at least once per day (or night).
JUnit FAQ: Best Practices

- What do I do when a defect is reported?
  - When this happens, write a failing test that exposes the defect. When the test passes, you know the defect is fixed!
  - This is a learning opportunity. Perhaps the defect could have been prevented by being more aggressive about testing everything that could reasonably break.

- Why not just use print?
  - It requires that output be scanned manually every time the program is run to ensure that the code is doing what's expected.
  - Tests should retain its value over time.

- Why not just use a debugger?
  - The same as that of using print.
JUnit FAQ: Best Practices

- Testing Idioms
  - Code a little, test a little, code a little, test a little...
  - Begin by writing tests for the areas of code that you're most worried about breaking.
  - Write tests that have the highest possible return on your testing investment.
  - When you need to add new functionality to the system, write the tests first.
  - If you find yourself debugging using System.out.println(), write a test case instead.
  - The next time someone asks you for help debugging, help them write a test.
  - Don't deliver software that doesn't pass all of its tests.
Homework #5 Class Diagram (1)

reuse simulator

-graphSimulator
  +draw()
  +simulate()

View
  +OnDraw()

Display support for all places & transitions

Graph&GUI
  +draw()

simulator
  -vector<place>
  -vector<transition*>
  +simulate()

Knows & uses graphSimulator only

Additional interface to export transitions & places

Data distribution & consistency

Console mode still works
Homework #5 Class Diagram (2)
add base class for place & transition

- simulator
  - vector<graphNode *
  + draw()
  + simulate()

View
+ OnDraw()

懂得 & 使用 simulator only

graphNode
#x1,y1,x2,y2 : int
+ draw()
+ isEnabled()

place
+ draw()

Input
transition
Output
+ draw()
+ isEnabled()

regularTran
halfTran
doubleTran

concrete \leftrightarrow abstract

fireStrategy
+ fire()

FAStrategy
MITStrategy
simStratgy

Reuse?

one vector
Homework #5 Class Diagram (3)
reuse place, transition, and strategies

Use abstract class to simply drawing

Adapter

Adaptee

simulator
- vector<graphNode >*
+ draw()
+ simulate()

View
+ OnDraw()

Adapter

Adapter

graphPlace
+ draw()
+ isEnabled()

graphNode
#x1,y1,x2,y2 : int
+ draw()
+ isEnabled()

Place
+ isEnabled()

transition
+ isEnabled()

regularTran
halfTran
doubleTran

fireStrategy
+ fire()

FAStrategy
MITStrategy
simuStrategy